
KSDK-based Modbus RTU Packet Assembler

How to Implement a KSDK-based Modbus RTU Packet Assembler Running on MQX

I'll start off by disclosing a big mistake I had made when implementing Modbus RTU. Skip to the next paragraph if
you don't care to read about it. :) I took my existing knowledge of Modbus TCP and then only looked at the packet
structure differences between it and RTU. In other words, I had merely focused on the header differences and the
addition of the CRC word, but did not realize early on that there were timing requirements as well. My first Modbus
RTU design spoke to a single device only, so I was able to determine the packet structure on the fly by analyzing
each byte, figuring out how much data to expect, and then to only read the necessary bytes from the UART. It
actually worked great until I had to implement a second RTU device on the same node. Herein lies the big problem -
- when Slave 1 responds to the Master, it sends data back that does not contain any packet size information! This
very packet is also simultaneously being send to Slave 2, who will be completely unable to determine anything about
the incoming data. So the question at this point was, how in the world do I know when a packet is complete?

The Modbus RTU reference site I used (not the specification document) actually specifies very clearly (after the
packet information) that there are timing requirements that have to be strictly adhered to. One is the intercharacter
delay, which is 750us for baud rates >= 19200, and the interpacket delay, which is 1750us for baud rates >= 19200.
For slower rates, these delays are referred to as 1.5T and 3.5T, respectively, because they are measured as 1.5 x
(character time) and 3.5 x (character time). I'm not interested in anything slower than 115200 baud, so this
document is only going to explain how to deal with the fixed timing delays.

Sometimes gradually building on top of an old implementation causes more pain than it's worth. I tried the following
approaches, with unsuccessful results:

1. MQX task polls for 1 byte at time and keeps track of timing with the various KSDK timer functions that have
microsecond precision. Almost worked, but often ran into a possible problem with the KSDK UART read
function that doesn't like to read out 1 byte at a time.

2. MQX task runs as a FSM based on the Modbus RTU spec. This was very easy to follow and also very easy
to track the intercharacter and interpacket delay requirements. It was less successful than attempt #1. The
microsecond time function in KSDK maxes out at 5000, so the timer should *never* rollover when looking for
a 750us or 1750us timeout. However, because the FSM advances only once each time the task executes,
and because MQX has a 5ms OS tick, packets would "fail" because the rollover would screw up the
calculation. Clearly, MQX cannot handle things down at the protocol level.

The working solution took a little bit of effort, but the idea behind it is based off of Mark Butcher's uTasker Modbus
RTU code. The implementation comes down to a RX callback function, two PITs, and a message queue to share the
packet with your MQX task. I will go into those details next.

First, obviously you have to have a fsl_uart component added. Here are my settings:





Leave everything else at their default values.

With this configuration, every time a byte comes in, the ISR rs485_0_comp_IRQHandler will get called. This in turn
will call your RX handler rs485_0_comp_RxCallback. You have to have the Rx buffer defined, or the callback
function will not get called.

Next, add 2 PITs. I called mine pit_interpacket and pit_interbyte.





It is critical that you uncheck the "Start PIT timer" checkboxes in both PITs. The reason for this is that these are
periodic timers. They would otherwise start counting immediately, and you'll probably never be able to assemble a
full packet.

One more thing, I also manually configured my RX FIFO to be 1 byte deep since the ISR is fast enough to keep up,
and I'm a little nervous about some FIFO things I've seen in the past. I'd rather have an occasional missed packet
than to be stuck in an endless loop where I can never assemble one.

The ISRs will deal with the starting and stopping of each timer. The overall idea is very simple -- when a byte is
received (rx callback is called), append the byte to the packet and then reset (stop, then start) the intercharacter
timer. In the intercharacter ISR, start the interpacket timer and set the packet state to CharacterTerminating, which
is a flag that says if another byte arrives, it is invalid. If the rx callback gets called again and this flag is set, then
mark the packet as FrameNotOk and stop the intercharacter timer. In the interpacket ISR, stop the intercharacter
timer and the interpacket timer. If the packet is marked FrameNotOk, then clear the buffer index, reset the packet
state to Idle, and flush the UART. Otherwise, the packet is marked FrameOk and is copied to the message queue.

Here is the code:



Now, on to the message queue, which is how the interpacket ISR is going to share the packet with your MQX task.
The sending code is shown above, but first you have to initialize the message queue. I did that in my MQX task that
is going to process the Modbus packet.



and packet queue is just this:

This should be just about all you need to make it work. Please let me know if I have missed anything, or if this
doesn't work for you. Maybe I'll be able to help you figure it out.
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